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Mem?iman Child Development Centre’s “First Nations, Reggioinspired, outdoor-focused” program is a
natural fit for the shishalh First Nation
(Sechelt).
Mem?iman provides a culturally rich
ECD environment for more than 30 children aged 3 – 5 years in a daycare setting
on weekdays throughout the school year.

Every day begins on the playground
where children and their families are
welcomed outside each morning, rain
or shine. In the authentic shishalh cedar
mini-longhouse children and teachers
have a dry outdoor learning space, where
they gather for language lessons, sing, tell
stories and dance. Nearby are raised garden beds and the beach. Children enjoy
going to the river or to visit community
members who might be skinning an elk,

carving a mask or smoking salmon.
In the indoor space, children are inspired
by items that evoke their curiosity, and are
drawn to the art studio where they can learn
weaving, beading and create with diverse
materials including recycled items, wire, clay
and paint.
“Growing Together” got together with
Mem?iman program coordinator Sonya Swift
to find out more about this unique program.
Here’s what we learned.

“Reggio” is short for “Reggio Emilia.”
Reggio Emilia is a city in Italy, known by
educators around the world for its innovative and inspiring ECE philosophy and
programs, which were developed by parents,
teacher-mentors and members of the community.

The Reggio approach sees children as
creative and self-directed, and values the
children’s own discovery process as essential
for cultivating intellectual curiosity, skillbuilding and life-long love of learning.
Sonya explains that conventional ECE
programming is often teacher-led and themefocused. “We were trained to
plan content using themes
and teacher-created curriculum—whether it was one we
purchased, or one we made up
ourselves.” In this model, staff
determine content, sometimes
following a pre-set plan for the
whole year: “We’d have the role
of the teacher, and the child’s
role was to be the student who
was there to learn from us,
to absorb the knowledge we
wanted to impart.”
An example would be organizing content for September
around a “fall” theme. That
might include focusing on the

color red because it’s a “fall” color. Or cutting out templates of leaves, and giving the
children red crayons to color the leaves. Or
singing songs about fall, the color red, etc.
But using the Reggio approach, Sonya’s staff start the year in September in an
open-ended way, first getting to know who
the children are, and discovering what the
children are interested in or curious about.
“We start by providing opportunities for discussion. The children come up with ideas. In
conversation, they themselves start to narrow
it down.”
“We ask the children what they want to
learn about, and our discussions include using math concepts like charting and graphs.
We say: “Okay, let’s chart this. How many
want to learn about this? How many want
to learn about that?” Then we make graphs.
Finally we discuss and vote.”
This year the children wanted to learn
about dragons. The teachers don’t make
judgments about what the children should or
shouldn’t want to learn. Teachers listen to the
emerging interests of the children. One thing
leads to the next.
The flow of curiosity and learning is very
rich. “We started off with dragons. We asked,
“Okay, so what do we already know about
dragons?” “What are our misconceptions

about dragons?” “What have we learned
about dragons?” We talked about what is
imaginary and what is real, and discussed
the concept of real and pretend. Part of that
discussion was that fire-breathing dragons
are pretend, but lizards are real. We talked
about how lizards are the same as dragons
and how they are different—for example,
dragons breathe fire but lizards don’t. That
led into learning about fire safety! Another
characteristic of dragons is that they fly. So
we explored the concepts of high and low.
We talked about castles and drawbridges,
and that led to discussing the shapes needed
to build things like castles and drawbridges.
The children wrote a group story about dragons. In that activity, they learned about the

concepts of beginning, middle and end in a
story. We asked: “What are fairy tales?” That
led to talking about princesses
and knights, and their roles
in fairy tales, which led into a
discussion of feelings: scared,
happy, mad, sad. The children’s
interest in dragons led to three
months of programming!”

With the Reggio approach,
Sonya notices staff are doing

much less behavior management
because the children are more
engaged. Rather than directing
and intervening, staff have time
for more listening, observing and
documenting and sharing what
the children are doing.
Reggio emphasizes selfdiscovery—learning through
observation and personal experience, rather than being told. In
Sonya’s program, following their
exploration of dragons, the children became curious about birds.
Staff discovered that the children
thought birds eat sticks, because
some had seen birds with sticks
in their mouths. Rather than
“teaching” the children by telling
them facts about birds, in the
Reggio philosophy, the teacher
might ask, “Hmm, I wonder what
birds eat?” which keeps the doors
of curiosity open. In Sonya’s
Head Start, staff organized a
field trip to go and do some bird
watching so the children could
make their own discoveries about the birds. “We
set up the experience for
them, but they made the
discoveries.”

In the Reggio philosophy, the natural environment has great value and is
seen as the third Teacher (along with
the parents and the ECE teacher).
At the Mem?iman Head Start, Sonya
says the learning environment has
changed a lot. “We have an outdoor
focus—we spend at least half of our
time outside. Before, we were weather-dependent and might go out for an
hour. Now we have a new philosophy:
“There’s no such thing as bad weather,
just bad clothes.” We’ve provided all the kids
with full one-piece rainsuits. We’re prepared
for the weather and we embrace it. We’re

outside exploring. We had a gate put in the
playground, so children arrive to our centre
out in the playground, instead of starting in
the building.”
In addition, the Mem?iman Head Start
has brought more of nature inside… natural materials, living plants, baskets made of
wood and wicker instead of plastic, displays
of branches, flowers or rocks.
“We changed our lighting and took out
the fluorescent lighting. We put in nice track
lighting and lamps and strings of mini-lights.
Our walls used to be bright colors the teachers had chosen. Now we have white walls
that are a canvas to support the children’s
artwork.”
Before with art, there was a pre-set end in
mind. “We’d say: “Okay this is our fall theme,
we’re doing apples, here’s some red paper,”
etc.” Now the children are given more open-

ended materials to create with, like clay.
Sonya finds that staff are learning so much
about the children’s interests by observing
what different children are making. “For
example, one little girl in our program is
very quiet. It’s not always obvious what she’s
thinking. When we see what this quiet little
girl does with a variety of materials, we’re
just amazed at what she communicates.”

Sonya finds that there is a lot more twoway communication: “We’re learning more
who the children are and what their interests
are, rather than the focus being on our ideas
and our curriculum and our plans for them.
Less of us, more of them.”
Overall, there is much less time where
staff are trying to get the children engaged.
More time outside is one factor: “Before
we had two-thirds of the children arriving
either bouncing off the walls or half asleep.
When the children start the day outside and
they get all that gross motor time, they come
in and they’re ready to learn.”
Another factor is how the indoor space
is set up with inspirations for the children’s
learning—“provocations” is the world Reggio
uses. There might be a photo on a table. Or
a piece of artwork set up. Or some branches
displayed.” We have something set up and we
see how the children respond to the materials. They come in, notice things and there
is that “oooh!” moment. The teachers don’t
have to say, “Okay, now everybody come to
this station. We’re going to do a science project.” We have much more open-ended entry
points to activities.”

“When we see the children growing and
learning and we realize how capable they
are, it’s very exciting for us as staff. The staff
feel inspired themselves. When they see the
children’s responses, it inspires them even
more to be creative. They’re thinking: “I

wonder how the children will respond to
this.” Sonya notices staff arriving earlier than
they have to, even before
their paid time starts, and
leaving later too, because
they’re really into their own
passion about what they’re
doing.
As part of their professional development
Mem?iman staff have been
observing other Reggio
centres, and at the end of
June are planning a trip to
Seattle to observe a centre
which is regarded as one
of the best adapations of
Reggio to North American
culture.

Sonya says it’s been
a process of seeds being
planted. “I took ECE 20 years ago and it was
very theme-based. I left the field for several
years. When I returned I went to a center
and arrived with all of my themes in a portable “file cabinet” with a handle!” The manager of her new center had created a more
Reggio-based program and that’s where Sonya learned about it. Later, when Sonya came
to Mem?iman, the manager was enthusiastic
and supportive of the Reggio approach. “Our
team has been wonderful. We’re so proud of
our centre and so excited about it. People are
noticing the excitement and morale.”

In the Reggio approach, documentation
is a really important aspect of validating the
children’s learning and sharing with parents.
“We’ll have photos up on the walls showing
the process of what the children have been
doing, along with narrations that explain
what the children were doing. Underneath
this narration, we include a summary of the
teacher’s observation of the children and

activity. We also include excerpts from the
Early Learning Framework so parents can
see the link between what the children are
doing and how the activities support the
goals of the Early Learning Framework.”
This addresses the concerns of parents who
are worried this is only “play” and isn’t helping their children be ready for school.
Sonya also points out how important art
is in the Reggio philosophy. Art is highly
valued as a form of communication. Programs are encouraged to have resident
practicing artists. “Our artist, Maggie, has
been mentoring us. She joins us two days
as week and prepares art experiences for
the children. She also introduces many
new materials to staff and mentors staff in
program planning.” The artist observes the
children’s interests and prepares materials
for the children to express themselves. The
children make something and share it with
the teacher. Then in a continuous process of
creation, the teacher might take the children’s art and transform it into something
else, and display it as inspiration. Sonya says

that they used to stick the children’s art on
the wall with tape in rows. “Now we’re learning to think about different things to do with
the art. So if the project was blue fingerpainting, we might put all the children’s work up
together and say, “Hey, it’s blue like the sky.”
And then we might put the artwork up on
the ceiling.”
At Mem?iman, one of the rooms has
recently been turned into an “atelier”—art
studio—for long-term projects. There will
be an adult-sized loom which can stay there
permanently. Children will have the opportunity to participate in on-going creative
projects.
A big thank you to Sonya for sharing about
the Emilio Reggio philosophy and how the
Mem?iman Head Start has been evolving.

I can only say that the true beauty of being your father is this
I find as much comfort in your arms
As you do in mine
In the times that I truly need a place free of judgment
It is usually with you
I have found more celebration in your achievements as my child
Than in mine as your father
I am more at peace as I hold you sleeping in my arms
Than at any other time in my life
Walking with your hand in mine is pretty close
My arm around your shoulders
There is no wrong in our relationship, only discovery
I rejoice in our mutual imperfection
I revel in our path of discovery and exploration
And as I protect and nurture you, my sacred heart
I am lifted in the knowing that the very best me I can ever be
Is the me that I am
When I am with you
Daddy’s got you baby, shhhh, I gotcha...
Duane Jackson, Tauhx Gadx – A Journey to Be Whole
From: Fatherhood is Foverever: a resource booklet about fathering for First Nations and Metis parents in BC
Published by NCCAH (National Collaborating Centre for Aboriginal Health).
The booklet (and others in the series) can be downloaded at: http://www.nccah-ccnsa.ca/34/Publications.nccah

Getting along better. Studies show that children who play
in nature have more positive feelings about each other.
There is something about being in a natural environment
together that stimulates positive social interaction. One
study showed how playing in a diverse natural environment
reduced bullying. Many studies show that the children who
benefit the most from being in nature are those with the
most learning and attention challenges.
Better thinking. Curiosity and wonder are strong motivators. When children play in natural environments, their play
is more diverse and creative. Creative play nurtures language and social skills. Spending time in nature develops
children’s awareness, observation and reasoning skills.
Better physical health. Children who play regularly in a
natural environment get sick less often, have a stronger
immune system and have better coordination, balance and
agility and overall health.
Less stress and better emotional health. Nature buffers
the impact of stress on all of us, including children. Time in
nature helps children deal with adversity, providing them
with a space where they can experience freedom, discovery, peace and connection to the planet. They can listen
to their bodies and freely express themselves, whether it is
jumping and shouting or quietly sitting and staring at bugs.
Time in the natural world helps children’s self-confidence,
self-esteem and resilience.
The presence of nature can soften the blow of toxic
stress in early childhood and throughout our lives... “Even
in the densest urban neighborhoods, negative stress,
obesity and other problems are reduced, and psychological
and physical health are improved when children and adults
experience more nature in their every day lives.”
More emotional maturity. Children with more contact
with nature score higher on tests of concentration and selfdiscipline. Free play in nature fosters independence and
autonomy.
More love for and motivation to protect the environment. Children learn to treasure nature when they can
experience it personally, explore it in their own way, and
immerse themselves in its mysteries.

This October is the targeted month for
change to the management of BC First Nations Health Programs. Head Start is just
one program that will be managed under
the First Nations Health Authority rather
than the First Nations Inuit Health Branch
of Health Canada. We have received many
questions regarding this change, and we
will be the first to tell you that right now we
do not have all the answers. What we do
know is that this change will not affect your
Head Start program and services will remain
constant during the transition period. We
will keep you up to date with information as
we receive it.
I am happy to say that Michael Rupisan
has returned to Head Start! Michael is the
Acting Manager for the Head Start program
and you can contact him at any time with his
new phone number at 604-666-0720 or his
email michael.rupisan@hc-sc.gc.ca.
Deepak Chopra says: “The way you think,
the way you behave, the way you eat, can
influence your life by 30 to 50 years.” Within
the next couple of months we will be seeking
out communities who would like to participate in a newly-funded lifestyle project titled
“Food, Fitness and Families”. The project
will focus on an early intervention model to
mitigate the onset of Type 2 Diabetes in First
Nations communities. More information
will be forthcoming in the next couple of
months.
Thank you to those who provided me
with your training requests for this year. We
will be using this information to assist the
BC Aboriginal Child Care Society in plan-

ning their annual conference that will be
coming up in November. I keep an updated
list of training requests throughout the year,
so if you can think of anything you would
like to add let me know.
A reminder: if you have a change in program management, phone numbers, emails,
or addresses, please let us know. In order to
receive Head Start information it is important we have your updated information.
Yes, you heard it right; we are seeking two
fantastic people to join the Head Start Advisor team. Brenda Gustafson was provided a
great opportunity in her home community
and she is no longer working with Head
Start. We will greatly miss Brenda and wish
her the best. We will soon be posting for
the two positions available for Head Start
Advisors. Until the hiring process is complete I will be the Advisor for the province,
so if you need anything you can contact me
at any time either through email at labounty.
advisor@gmail.com or phone (250) 3158700. If you are interested in the position
watch for the job postings, or you can contact me to discuss the positions.

